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In his second solo exhibition NO EASY SYMBOLISM at Magician Space, Liu Yefu 
presents recent video works as well as a group of small sculptures.
 
By constantly magnifying the self-contradictions of things or peoples’ behavior, 
Liu Yefu's video works often reflect a structural crisis and deviation from existing 
meanings on a more abstract level. For this exhibition, the artist has chosen to 
use “screening,” the simplest and most unaffected form, to display his videos, 
presenting a direct entry point into the judgement of the subjects that the works 
explore, and hinting towards the ambiguous role video art plays in shaping its 
own surrounding discourse and value. This group of works is a continuation of the 
artist's longtime state of constant shifting between Eastern and Western culture. 
Faced with engaging and criticizing western rhetoric as an individual who has 
returned to his home country, Liu has made necessary adjustments against the 
backdrop of recent global political and societal changes. Through his working 
methods, which blur the boundaries between the private and the public, the studio 
and the outside world, as well as the staged and the edited aspects of the filmed 
subject, the destructive power of these adjustments gradually becomes clear. In 
revising history, language, and image through his videos, the artist manages to 
speak imagination.



About the artist

Liu Yefu was born in Beijing, China in 1986. His works are influenced by pop culture 
and trying to give this chaotic society some dramatic interpretation. He is really 
interested in ideology and stereotype, which come from human history, race and 
memory. He likes to play with video, sound and performance by spending a little 
bit money. He got BA from Capital Normal University in Beijing (2009) and MFA 
from Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore (2014). Yefu’s recent works have 
been exhibited at Tai Kwun Contemporary, (Hong Kong, 2019), Magician Space 
(Beijing, 2018), Ullens Center of Contemporary Art (Beijing, 2017), Le Carreau du 
Temple (Paris, 2017), YUZ Museum (Shanghai, 2016), Magician Space (Beijing, 
2016). His awards and nomitation include Huayu Young Artist Award (Sanya, 2016), 
Photographic and Electronic Media Graduate Fellowship (2012-2014) and his is the 
finalist of Toby Devan Lewis MFA fellowship (2014).



Bubba goes home, so does Forrest
2018
Pottery clay, oil, resin, etc.
Approx.12 x 12 x 6 cm
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Exhibition view: Liu Yefu: NO EASY SYMBOLISM, 2018



Er wird dich verwerfen als wärst du ein Stück 
Kartoffeln, das die Hände verbrennt verbrennt
2018
Pottery clay, oil, resin, stainless-steel fork, potato
Approx. 15 x 15 x 20 cm



Damascus 3 days 2 nights only for ￥3500
2018
Pottery clay, oil, resin, approx
10 x 10 x 1 cm



AD, Proposal I
2017
Single channel HD video, B&W, sound
2'4"



AD, Proposal II
2017
Single channel HD video, B&W, sound
1'47"



AD, Proposal IV
2017
Single channel HD video, B&W, sound
1'36"



AD, Proposal I, II, III, IV, V 
2018

This work contains five independent videos:

Liu Yefu made five advertisements and blended the commonalities between art 
history, war, terrorism, capitalism, and racism in a commercialized aesthetic form 
in a creatively way. The witty performance penetrates political issues into the 
consumerist model. Serious criticism was once again established while being 
dispelled and entertained.

1.A female impressionist is attacked by a tiger and died when she comes to the 
Orient for life drawing. This accident is a coincidence with Tora Tora Tora (Tiger 
Tiger Tiger) – the codename for the Pearl Harbor attack. Beneath the conspiracy 
and sneak attack, you will discover that it's merely a steak advertisement.

2.Saddam Hussein is sentenced to death by hanging, his penis is erect due to the 
suffocation. But then an inflatable doll falls down from the gallows. What is the 
difference between the so-called "radical" of the artist and the terrorism actions? 
As the penis on the background, historical images are also being consummated 
again and again.



3.Pouring from the plastic bottle to the glass bottle added with lemon, water 
becomes a product with a capitalism aesthetic and served to the table. From now 
on, water releases its original function and becomes a capitalist signal, as the torch 
of the Statue of Liberty, it guides the people who are willing to follow.

4.At the end of "the Eight-Power Allied Forces Killing the Boxer Rebellion", the last 
prisoner was shot by a military officer, his head was cut and ready to be shown. A 
bearded officer confidently smokes his cigarette while playing with tellurian. This is 
just a Lucky Strike ad, also an explanation of Chaplin's dictator in the new century. 

5.A Western explorer breaks into a village in deep Nepal. Due to the camera or her 
rudeness, she is expelled by locals. She still protects the children while running 
away. This is an advertisement of GoPro camera with the slogan of "Be a Hero", 
which records what happened.



How Many Horses
2018
single channel HD video, B&W, sound
14'39"



How Many Horses
2018
single channel HD video, B&W, sound
14'39"

How Many Horses is the next episode of Doubaner on the Grassland. It records a 
bunch of young people who are playing three board games, which based on the 
consensus on the trick or the existence of a snitch. This work conveys a common 
conservative attitude with a simple taste: all the problems and meanings could be 
dissolved by the chats and entertainments. It represents a moral victory, and how it 
negotiates and coexists with the real world. 



Doubaner on the grassland
2018
Single channel HD video, color, sound
8'15"



Doubaner on the grassland
2018
Single channel HD video, color, sound
8'15"

Douban.com is a social media website in China, it’s also an online archive which 
provides information about books, movies, TV shows, and music, etc. It’s one of the 
most popular social platforms in China, particularly with millions of literature and 
art enthusiasts. Doubaner on the Grassland records a conversation that occurred 
on the grassland, and simulates a typical discussion within a Douban group 
online: a middle-aged artist is discussing with an art graduate on topics, such as 
art, race, sexuality, emotions, sex, and so on. During the whole conversation, the 
rational analysis and critics, suggestions and dreams of personal life, approvals 
and denials are interwoven together. Meanwhile, those images from the reality 
were projected onto the virtual screen above the grassland, dislocation has been 
occurring between the flux of images and everlasting monologue. It reminds us of 
the hesitation prudently between the modern and contemporary, deconstruction 
and Dadaism. 
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2014 MFA in Fine Art, Maryland Institute College of Art, Baltimore, MD, USA

2009 BA in Painting, Capital Normal University, Beijing, CN
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2018 NO EASY SYMBOLISM, Magician Space, Beijing, CN
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2016 HISTORICODE: Scarcity & Supply, The 3rd Nanjing International Art Festival, 
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 Lost in Shenzhen, curated by Jiu Society & Steller Course, Shenzhen, CN

 Art Sanya – Huayu Youth Award Nomination Exhibition, Sanya, CN

2015 No Dice (I), curated by Howie Chen, Kimberly-Klark, NY, USA

 S/K, a Play by Tingying Ma, Pershing Square Signature Theatre, New York, 

 NY, USA
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